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New editions of these well-known German language textbooks on general ecology appeared almost at the same time and from Publishers' Houses of the same name, though in East-and West Germany respectively. Both books are recommended by the Publishers as valuable and well-accepted theoretical textbooks. One can only confirm this qualification. A German reading ecologist may however wish to buy only one of them (although the price would probably not prevent a bibliophile to buy both!). It is thus useful to indicate the difference in emphasis which we can clearly distinguish and in fact this review will concentrate on that.
It is interesting to note first that Stugren's book has been reviewed by Tischler and has profited from Tischler's work, but Tischler only mentions Stugren's book as useful for additional reading! Stugren's book deals very much with ecosystems.ecology. The first paragraphs are concerned with systems theory and levels of integration, food chains, etc, Chapter 2 deals With general features of the biosphere, 3 with biotope and biocoenosis as ecosystem components. In Ch. 4 on the ecosystem as spatial organization we find a short but useful treatment of species-area relations, and of horizontal and vertical 'macrostructures', including partial coenoses, and synusiae. Ch. 5 is called the biocoenotic structure of the ecosystem and here we find interesting paragraphs on diversity, information and stability in which Stugren relies on theories of MacArthur, Margalef and Ljapunov as well as own experiences in these fields. Ch. 6 is on trophodynamic ecosystem structure and treats interactions; ch. 7 deals with eco-energetics (without reference to the Odums); ch. 8 with biochemical structure, and 50 ch. 9 with dynamics (very briefly). Finally ch. 10 deals in a concise but satisfying way with population ecology.
The book is well-conceived and well-written. The Angloamerican and English-written west-and north-European literature is hardly used. For readers of the western world this is of course no drawback, they have plenty of 'own' textbooks available. On the other hand the Rumanian author has very well covered both classical and modern Russian literature and this makes the book particularly valuable.
Tischler's book is, as Stugren's, of a holistic nature, but structural-ecological rather than systems-ecological in its approach. His chapter 1 deals with forms of ordering in nature and their analysis. Then relations between organism and environment are treated as monosystems, with subsequent chapters on direct impacts of environmental processes on organismal processes, and survival strategies. Original and interesting is Tischler's division into six adaptive types : conformity, emancipation (independence), devitation (avoidance), dormancy, migration, and opportunity. Chapter 5 is on bi-systems, i.e. interaction types; ch. 6 on populations and ch. 7 on general features of ecosystems: trophicdynamic, climatic, chorologic, dynamic. Then follows a part B on landscape ecology, which is an addition to the general ecology. The main biota are treated in 7 chapters, including 'anthropogenic landscapes'. This is a concise, very good biogeographical survey. So Tischler's book reads equally well. If we summarize this review in a comparative way we may conclude that both books are of a high standard, that Tischler's book excells in the treatment of the relations between species and their abotic and biotic environment, while Stugren's book is outstanding in its covering of the largely unknown Russian literature and its treatment of systems ecology. In both books plant ecology and vegetation science play a smaller role than one might expect but on the whole both authors, -animal ecologists-have included sufficient botanical data and botany-oriented theory. Printing quality of both books is good and the prices are very reasonable.
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